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ABSTRACT: events play an important role in tourism. They help to increase the number
analyze the wine festival held at the Terraces of the buda castle in budapest to determine
what kind of effect it has on the local, national and international tourism. Although there are
several festivals and events, the selected attraction has many advantageous properties which
make it the appropriate choice for the task. The wine festival is held every year over the last
23 years, thus there are plenty of data available to examine tendencies. It is one of hungary’s
most up to par cultural events. over the last decade the festival has evolved to a multi topic
event which means that although the wine is the mayor theme there are several other exhibitors such as craftsmen, artists and delicate foods. data show that the festival is visited not only
by the local citizen but people from all over the country are coming to the festival. Quarter
part of hungary’s tourism. Keywords: Wine festival, Tourism.

InTroducTIon
There are only a few papers dealing with the topic of event marketthat the studies investigating this refer to eventmarketing differently.
and marketing with events as part of eventmarketing. Whereas others
tivals, fairs and also celebrations. Integrating these and other similar
does not explain the need for the new concept. In order to create a
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eventmarketing is an unique own event or an organized presence on
another event, which aims are to provide brandexperience, to deliver
the attitude towards the brand positively and in some cases to generate newsworthy information.
Historical background
The American authors date the formation of eventmarketing in
in marketing only evolved quite late. however this observation can
easily be disproven with exact examples. In 1936 the car manufacturing company General Motors organized a road show called “Parade
wave, radar, diesel-electronic power) and engineering miracles which
help improving lives. “GM reasoned that a well done, non-commercial,
entertaining, educational, free road show would do wonders to help
put General Motors’s message across. It would bring GM, in person,
The Parade was paused during the Second World War but kept going
until 1956. GM always wanted to use the most up to date technolto sit at home and events were less popular), much more people can
be reached through a TV program. When analyzing GM’s Parade it
It was organized by GM itself, the show was unique: twelve special
not common either. The show brought the brand to great masses,
as it was free, entertaining and did not want to talk people into buying anything, it changed the attitude towards a positive state. Most
of the exhibitions were interactive. And it also carried the message
that GM is the leading-edge if new technology. This example shows
that eventmarketing was not developed over the last 20 years as it
recently put behind the applied practice.
and proposed models that may be used. Although the study investigates many aspects, it did not analyzed the relationship between
tourism and eventmarketing. The year 2010 was announced the year
of festivals in hungary, the number of registered festivals reached
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a total of 155 [1.]. certainly not all festivals can be categorized under eventmarketing, but there are plenty to choose from. The wine
festival held at the Terraces of the buda castle in budapest is good
starting point to reveal the connections and effect of tourism and
eventmarketing.
Method
Analyzing an event that has been held over the last 23 years is not
easy using primer information as it requires an observation lasting
for several years. A more suitable option is to use secondary data to
make new conclusions. Most of the data is collected by the organizer of the event, who in most cases only shares selected information
to researchers. In this study most of the data is from festival databases were the organizer shared some valuable results. earlier studied can only be used partly as in most cases they only concentrate
on one certain year.
reSuLTS
The wine festival in the buda castle, has great tradition in hungary, it is held every September since 1991. over the past 22 years it
has evolved into one of the most prestigious, popular vocational and
thousand visitors learn the art of cultural wine tasting and have the
bó, Komáromi-Gergely, 2011).
The number of visitors attending on the festival varies over the
years. This is not only the result of the economical conditions or the
interest towards the event. Weather conditions also play an important
role in the success of the festival as in case of the wine festival it is
held at the uncovered park areas, thus unpleasant conditions develop
in case off heavy rainfall and strong wind. by looking at the statistical
data presented in Figure 1., it can be seen that the festival was steadily increasing popularity. In 2010 the number total number of visitors
point of view 2010 was unsuccessful not only because of the low visitor number, but also there were more visitors present who did not pay
for the entry than who did pay.
The organization was as high guilty as in 2009 there were over
200 hundred vintner present from 15 country, and the special guest
was the Subcarpatioan region.[2.] Therefore cause of the visitor
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due to a change in the event program. As this festival has no alternative spot in case of bad weather, unpleasant climate conditions can
scare away most of the potential visitors. According to the spokesman of the festival: László Ágnestől this threat was known, but was
people present on the events, we expect a huge crowd this year also.
We fear from the weather, but according to the feedbacks the wine
festival in the buda castle is the event which is visited by the people
even when it’s raining. There were examples when out of the four
festival days it rained on two, still a great number of visitors tasted

Figure 1. Number of visitors attending the wine festival in the Buda
Castle
Source: http://www.fesztivalregisztracio.hu edited by Brix Á.

days only the last closing one was dry and sunny, the rest of the
days suffered from rain and damp, cold conditions. Table 1. shows
the rain and sunshine data on the festival days. The presented values are not detailed enough to determine the amounts for the openhowever it can still be used to compare the results with each other.
The rainwater amount is given in mm per day and the sunshine is
given in hours per day.
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Table 1. : Rain and Sunshine data.
Date of
wine festival
2007.09.5-9
10-14
2009.09.9-13
2010.09.

Rain (mm/day)

Sunshine (hours/day)

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
5

1

0

0

1

0

2

1

5

7

0

0

0

0

6

12

5

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

9

1

12
0
32
11
0
0
1
0
Source: http://old.eumet.hu/naprol-napra.html edited by Brix A.

9
0

5

Although Table 1. contains all the information needed it can still
be improved by adding up the values for each festival. This way the
total amount of rain/Sunshine can be compared for all four festivals.
These summed up results are shown in Figure 2. It is logical that the
amount of rain and sunshine are in contrast, but the awaited result are
visible when comparing the number of visitors with the amount of
sunshine. The two tendencies seem to be corresponding to each other.

Figure 2. : Cumulated Rain and Sunshine data for the wine festival in
2007 to 2010
Source: http://old.eumet.hu/naprol-napra.html edited by Brix A.

This is only one study, therefore general conclusions with one hundred percent reliability cannot be made. Still in this case it is shown
that the success of an open-air event highly depends on the weather
conditions, which specially applies for sunshine hours and rain amount.
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When organizing an event to boost tourism this factor cannot be neglected, as a festival or any other event that draws enough people, to
tion in most cases is not feasible.
The procedure to evolve a domestic event into a popular internawasn’t even held in the buda castle, instead it opened its gaits at the
the few hundred uncertain inquisitive people to enter [4.]. The wine
festival in the buda castle over the last years has offered much than just
the opportunity of wine drinking. by visiting, and observing the festival for the last 4 years I have made the following conclusions: It is an
excellent opportunity for entertainment for the whole family. besides
the wide range of wine supply the gastronomical specialities are also
present. for the kids there are several activities were they can make
traditional handmade items or even have their face painted. To make
sure everyone can occupy themselves, there are stages set up, where
various presentations are show including storytelling, dancing, singing
and more. There are also exhibitors representing handicrafts, which
make the festival a complex cultural event. Since the 20th festival held
in 2011 even free WIfI with internet connection is available for the
visitors with smart phones, laptops or tablets.
When classifying the wine festival in the buda castle the question
can be asked: Is it just a festival or can it also be considered as event
is an unique own event or an organized presence on another event,
which aims are to provide brandexperience, to deliver a message, to
wards the brand positively and in some cases to generate newsworthy
information. considering this from the wine makers point of view they
have organized their presence on an event organized by the hungarian Grape and Wine culture non Governmental organization. each
wine manufacturer has the opportunity to involve the visitors into an
interactive brandexperience, by offering their products. Most exhibitors take the change to show their special limited wines, which are only
available in special wine stores, this way the audience may position the
brand more positively. furthermore the festival is a good occasion
for new and unknown brands to represent themselves as all exhibitors must use the same uniform stand. According to the mentioned
under event marketing.
To determine the effect the festival has on tourism we need to analyze the origin of the visitors. Those living in budapest do not really add to tourism as they only attend on the festival then go home.
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Those coming from the rest of hungary increase domestic tourism,
only 13% of the visitors are from out of town. The most important
group that plays an important roll in tourism is the foreign visitors. In
most cases they stay for a longer time and visit other touristic attractions in budapest, thus for the town’s and hungary’s tourism the aim
is to increase the number of foreign visitors by attracting them with
events such as the wine festival.

Figure 3.: Rate of foreign visitors on the wine festival in the Buda castle.
Source: http://www.fesztivalregisztracio.hu edited by Brix Á.

The rate and amount of foreign visitors are shown in figure 3. and
in figure 4. It can be seen that the event is becoming more and more
popular among the foreign visitors. in 2007 only 20% of the total
and in 2009, then in 2010 with a further 5% increase it reached 30%.
examining the number of foreign visitors in the same period, slightly
different results can be observed. In 2007 the total number for visitor
doublet when reaching 15000. In 2009 the rate stayed on the same valFigure 3., whereas the counted visitor number keep
increasing to 17500 persons. In 2010 due to the bad weather conditions
analyzed earlier, the number of foreign visitors dropped down to 12300
certainly show that the event is becoming more and more international.
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Figure 4.: Number of foreign visitors on the wine festival in the Buda castle.
Source: http://www.fesztivalregisztracio.hu edited by Brix Á.

out of the 155 festivals [1.], only a few reach to same or higher level as
the wine festival in the buda castle. What is the key to achieve the popuand notoriety requires some time. An event that is held only once does not
2010) showed that the interest towards different festival themes is not the

festival all three elements are included its main theme is gastronomy and
wine, but it also included traditional element and a great variety of musical
production. The festival dates earlier than the study, thus the same concluan applied practice earlier than related studies.
SuMMArY
In this paper the history of eventmarketing was looked over and
shown with an example that the origins date back to at least the 1930’s
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or even earlier, while researchers only started to deal with the topic in
the 1990’s. furthermore the wine festival at the buda castle was analyzed form event marketing and tourism point of view. The festival is
a good example of eventmarketing and how it can also be useful for
tours. The results showed the number visitors highly depend on the
weather conditions especially on the sunshine hours. The rate of foreign visitors has been increasing over the last years, which is increasing
tourism and show that good marketing tools are used. The festival includes the three most popular theme element which gastronomy, light
music and traditional element.
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